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Enclosed is our Final Report on the External Audit of the California Solar Initiative for 
Program Years 2010 and 2011. Within the attached report we provide our results and 
offer recommendations for the program's administrators to strengthen internal controls, 
ensure proper segregation of duties and improve the accuracy of program financial 
reports. This report summarizes information collected by Macias Consulting Group, Inc. 
between September 2012 and April 2013.
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California Solar Initiative Performance Audit

Executive Summary
This report presents the results of the external performance audit performed by Macias Consulting Group 
(MCG) and approved by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). This performance audit 
reviewed the California Solar Initiative (CSI) program, as administered by the program administrators 
(PAs): Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SCE) and the California 
Center for Sustainable Energy (CCSE) in San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) territory in program years 
2010 and 2011. The criteria and findings of our performance audit are summarized below:

1. Administrative Cost and Expenditure Allocation

All expenditures allocated to the CSI program should be accurately recorded, 
properly supported as CSI-related, and categorized correctly as either a labor or 
direct expense.

We noted that each of the PAs had expenditures that were not properly supported 
as CSI-related. For each of the PAs, however, these exceptions were not 
significant relative to the overall samples we tested.

Criteria:

Findings:

2. Transparency

Criteria: Each PA’s internal financial records of CSI expenditures in program years 2010 
and 2011 should agree with those amounts reported to the CPUC within the 
Semi-Annual Expense Report for the same period. This ensures that the CPUC, 
as well as other stakeholders who rely on the public data reported to the CPUC, 
receive accurate information about the CSI program.

Each IOU’s General Rate Case1 (GRC) should exclude all unallowable2 CSI 
expenditures as these expenditures are funded by ratepayers and therefore, do not 
affect a utility’s revenue requirements.

One of the PA’s records of CSI expenditures in program years 2010 and 2011 did 
not agree with the aggregate expenditures it reported to the CPUC within its 
Semi-Annual Expense Reports3 for the same period. A lack of oversight between 
one of the investor-owned utilities (IOU) and its program administrator may have 
contributed to the incorrect expenditure reporting to the CPUC.

All three IOUs have processes in place to appropriately exclude unallowable CSI 
expenditures from their GRC calculations. One IOU, with a separate PA, and the 
CPUC need to clarify which CSI activities performed by the IOU should be 
considered CSI-related and therefore, excluded from GRC calculations.

Findings:

A General Rate Case is a state-mandated process that electric and gas companies go through to request funding for distribution and generation 
costs. In California, regulated utilities like PG&E, SCE and SDG&E are typically required to file a new GRC every three years with the CPUC.
2 Some CSI-related employee benefit burdens are authorized for recovery and maybe included in the GRC as allowable expenses.
3 The most recent Semi-Annual Expense Report for each of the PAs is included in Appendix B of this report.
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3. Information Technology Controls

Each of the three PAs uses an online software application, PowerClerk4, to aid in 
the management of its CSI program. To accomplish its purpose, PowerClerk 
may be accessed by many types of authorized users, including: PA and utility 
employees, contractors and customers, 
organizations should implement controls to manage the applications within their 
information technology systems to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the 
financial and other data stored by the systems. These controls should ensure that 
system:

• Access is periodically reviewed and updated based on employee function;
• Access is terminated when employees are no longer assigned to the CSI 

program; and
• Access is limited to only those functional areas necessary to perform tasks.

Proper segregation of duties must be maintained between users of multiple 
information technology systems as well. For example, no employee should have 
the ability to edit data within the PowerClerk system and have the ability to 
create, edit or approve accounts payable or purchase orders within the financial 
system.

All of the PAs properly segregate access to their financial systems and the CSI 
PowerClerk application. While all of the PAs also have processes in place to 
control access to PowerClerk, two of the PAs need to continue to improve their 
access procedures. Additionally, the PAs should clarify the contract language in 
the agreement between themselves and Clean Power Research, the PowerClerk 
application software vendor, to better define each parties’ role in access 
management and control.

Criteria:

According to best practices,

Findings:

Background
Overseen by the CPUC, the CSI program provides incentives for solar systems installed on existing 
residential homes, as well as existing and new commercial, industrial, government, non-profit, and 
agricultural properties within the service territories of the state’s three IOUs: PG&E, SCE and SDG&E. 
The CPUC was expressly authorized to create the CSI program in 2006 by Senate Bill 1 and did so 
through a number of regulatory decisions during ill at same year.

The CSI program has five program components and a budget of $2.167 billion over ten years with a goal 
to reach 1,940 megawatts of installed solar capacity by the end of 2016. The general market program is 
the main incentive program component of the CSI and is administered through three PAs: PG&E, SCE 
and the California Center for Sustainable Energy (CCSE) in SDG&E territory. In addition to the general 
market program, the CSI program has four other program components, each with their own program 
administrator and ten year budgets:

4 PowerClerk is a third party on-line application used to manage CSI applications and incentives.
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A research and development (RD&D) program5, providing grants to solar technologies that can 
advance the overall goals of the CSI Program; the RD&D program is administered through the 
RD&D Program Manager, Itron, and has a budget of $50 million.

o

The Single-family Affordable Solar Homes (SASH) Program, providing solar incentives to single 
family low income housing; the SASH program is administered through the SASH Program 
Manager, GRID Alternatives, and has a budget of $108 million.

o

The Multifamily Affordable Solar Housing (MASH) program, providing solar incentives to 
multifamily low income housing; the MASH program is administered through the same PAs as 
the general market program: PG&E, SCE, and CCSE, and it has a budget of $108 million.

o

The CSI-Thermal Program, providing incentives for solar water heating and other solar thermal 
technologies to residential and commercial customers of PG&E, SCE, SoCal Gas, and SDG&E.

Objectives and Scope
The purpose of performing this external audit is to determine whether the CSI program is administered 
and implemented in accordance with established guidelines, parameters, and CPUC directives. More 
specifically, our objectives are to:

• Determine if the CSI program’s administrative costs and expenditures were properly charged 
against program funds;

• Identify factors, if any, to ensure that ratepayer funds are being prudently managed; and
• Ensure transparency to enable the CPUC to meet its due diligence goals.

The scope of our review encompasses program years 2010 and 2011 as administered within the three 
IOUs: PG&E, SCE and SDG&E. The PA within SDG&E territory is CCSE. The remaining two IOUs 
act as their own PAs.

We discussed the results of this external audit with PG&E, SCE, SDG&E and CCSE and provided each 
company with a copy of the portion of the draft report related to it for review. Each company’s 
management comments and in some cases, MCG’s response to those comments, is included within the 
body of this report.

The performance audit procedures are outlined in Appendix A.

5The CSI-Thermal Program, RD&D and the SASH program were excluded from the scope of this performance audit.
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Results of Procedures and Recommendations
Pacific Gas & Electric
The following is a summary of results and recommendations based on the procedures6 performed at 
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E):

1. Atlministralive Costs and Expenditure Allocation

We randomly selected and tested a sample of 126 expenditures within the 2010 and 2011 program 
years from PG&E’s record of California Solar Initiative (CSI) expenditures in its financial system. 
Within each program year, using data analysis software, we stratified the expenditures and randomly 
selected 63 samples consisting of 21 labor, 21 direct and 21 allocated expenditures. Allocated 
expenditures are the result of other PG&E resources, outside the CSI program, that are directed to 
perform work on the CSI program. For example, if an employee within PG&E’s Information 
Technology (IT) Department was directed to spend a certain amount of time on a CSI-related project 
that employee would allocate that portion of time worked as a CSI expenditure. Depending on the 
type of resource, allocated expenditures can be direct or labor expenditures.

Finding

Out of the 126 expenditure sample items, one was misallocated to the CSI program in program year 
2011. This sample item is an allocated labor expenditure, also referred to by PG&E as a charge-in 
cost. In this case, the employee incorrectly allocated a portion of his time to the CSI program. This 
one sample item is not materially significant in comparison to the overall sample.

Recommendation

None

2. Transparency

Comparison of PG&E’s Internal Records to the Semi-Annual Expense Report Submitted to the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)

To determine if PG&E provided the CPUC with accurate expenditure information for program years 
2010 and 2011, we compared PG&E’s internal accounting record of CSI expenditures to the 
expenditure and budgetary tables7 within the Semi-Annual Expenditure Report it submitted to the 
CPUC for program years 2010 and 2011.

Finding

The CSI expenditure information for program years 2010 and 2011 provided by PG&E to the CPUC 
appears to be accurate. PG&E’s record of total CSI expenditures within its financial system agree 
with the aggregate expenditures it reported within the expenditure and budgetary tables of its Semi
Annual Expense Report for program years 2010 and 2011.

6 Our performance audit proceduresare detailed within Appendix A.
7 These portions of the most recent Semi-Annual Expense Report for each PA are included in AppendixB of this report.
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Recommendation

None

Removal of Unallowable CSI Expenditures from PG&E’s General Rate Case (GRC)

To determine if PG&E properly excluded its CSI expenditures, we examined the working papers for 
its 2014 GRC8 which considers 2010 and 2011 expenditures. We also reviewed the PG&E regulatory 
accounting document regarding CSI expenditures within the GRC. Finally, we reviewed the 
testimony of PG&E management to the CPUC regarding its GRC processes.

Finding

PG&E has a documented and systematic process for removing unallowable CSI expenditures from 
GRC calculations in place. Our examination found that PG&E removed 2010 and 2011 actual CSI 
expenditures from its 2014 GRC calculations. PG&E also maintains a regulatory accounting 
document that requires that unallowable CSI expenditures be removed from GRC calculations.

Recommendation

None

3. i n form a lion Technology C

To determine if PG&E had proper access controls in place, we examined access to PowerClerk as 
well as the policies and procedures management had in place to regulate access. To test the accuracy 
of PG&E’s record of user access levels, we randomly sampled ten percent of the PowerClerk users 
and tested their individual access levels. To ensure proper segregation of duties, we cross-referenced 
employee access to PowerClerk with employee access to certain portions of PG&E’s financial 
system. Specifically, we determined if any PG&E employee had edit-level access to PowerClerk and 
the ability to create and approve accounts payable or purchase orders within the financial system. 
Finally, we reviewed the contract between Clean Power Research, the creator of PowerClerk, and the 
PAs to better understand access control responsibilities between the company and the PAs.

Findings

Overall, PG&E has strong controls over access to PowerClerk and its financial system. PG&E had 49 
PowerClerk accounts active in 2013. Our testing of six PowerClerk user accounts found that the 
PowerClerk access levels listed by PG&E for each user were accurate. Additionally, none of the 
users with edit ability in PowerClerk also had the ability to create, edit or approve accounts payable 
or purchase orders in PG&E’s financial system.

According to PG&E’s CSI group, while there is a practice to remove the access of employees that 
leave the company or move within the company out of a CSI-related position, at this time the review 
of the PowerClerk user list is sporadic. PG&E previously had one CSI group staff member dedicated 
to PowerClerk access management; however, following that staff member’s recent departure, the role 
remains unfilled. CSI management states that it is currently reviewing its PowerClerk access 
processes and is working to develop a quarterly access review procedure.

8 PG&E filed its 2014 GRC request to the CPUC on November 15, 2012; however, the CPUC had yet to issue a final decision at the time of this 
report.
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Our review of the contract between Clean Power Research and the PAs found that the division of 
access control responsibilities is not explicitly stated within the contract language. Defining the role 
of all parties in access management may improve the PAs’ ability to develop and maintain strong 
access controls.

Recommendation

PG&E’s CSI management should continue its efforts to review the PowerClerk access process and 
codify its quarterly PowerClerk access review process and access approval procedures.

The PAs should clarify the contract language in the agreement between themselves and Clean Power 
Research to better define each parties’ role in access management and control.

PG&E Management Comment

PowerClerk Periodic User Access Review

PG&E is in the process of strengthening its controls over PowerClerk user access. Currently, PG&E 
emails Clean Power Research to request new access or to disable existing access of its employees on 
an as needed basis. To ensure that PG&E's PowerClerk access requests are completed accurately 
and timely by Clean Power Research, they will be required to send an email confirmation to PG&E. 
On a monthly basis, Clean Power Research will send PG&E a list of users that have access to 
PowerClerk. PG&E will then perform a review of user access to determine that all access is current 
and appropriate; any updates to such user access will be communicated to PowerClerk as described 
in the above process.

PowerClerk Contract

PG&E agrees that the roles in access management and controls should be better defined between 
PG&E and Clean Power Research. Modification to the contract language is not deemed necessary; 
under current contract terms, requests from Program Administrators that result in costs less than 
$5,000 do not require a contract change order. Instead, Program Administrators may use the existing 
SharePoint request process for work requests that are below the $5,000 threshold. Program 
Administrators complete the SharePoint request form and submit it through SharePoint to Clean 
Power Research. Once Clean Power Research receives the SharePoint request form, Clean Power 
Research will include the necessary items on their task list. PG&E will submit the SharePoint request 
form to Clean Power Research to request a complete PG&E user list at the end of each month.

1
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Southern California Edison Company
The following is a summary of results and recommendations based on the procedures9 we performed at 
Southern California Edison Company (SCE):

1. Administrative Costs and Expenditure Allocation

We randomly selected and tested a sample of 124 expenditures within the 2010 and 2011 program 
years from SCE’s record of CSI expenditures in its financial system. Within each program year, 
using data analysis software, we stratified the expenditures and randomly selected 62 expenditure 
samples consisting of 31 labor and 31 direct expenditures.

Finding

Out of the 124 expenditure sample items, one was misallocated as a CSI expenditure in program year 
2010. This sample item is a direct expenditure of less than $25.00. This exception is not materially 
significant in comparison to the overall sample. SCE performed a corrective adjustment to correct 
this error.

Recommendation

None

2.

Comparison of SCE’s Internal Records to the CPUC Semi-Annual Expense Report

To determine if SCE provided the CPUC with accurate expenditure information for program years 
2010 and 2011, we compared SCE’s internal accounting record of CSI expenditures to the 
expenditure and budgetary tables10 within the Semi-Annual Expense Report submitted to the CPUC 
for program years 2010 and 2011.

Finding

The CSI expenditure information for program years 2010 and 2011 provided by SCE to the CPUC 
appears to be accurate. SCE’s record of total CSI expenditures within its financial system agree with 
the aggregate expenditures it reported within the expenditure and budgetary tables of its Semi-Annual 
Expense Reports for program years 2010 and 2011.

Recommendation

None

Removal of Unallowable CSI Expenditures from SCE’s General Rate Case

To determine if SCE properly excluded its 2010 and 2011 program year CSI expenditures, we 
examined the draft removal of 2010 and 2011 CSI expenditures from the 2015 GRC. The 2015 GRC 
is still in process and is not final. SCE is scheduled to begin the submittal process for the 2015 GRC

9
Our performance audit proceduresare detailed within Appendix A.

10 These portions of the most recent Semi-Annual Expense Report for each PA are included in AppendixB of this report.
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in July 2013. To gain assurance based on a completed and public GRC, we also reviewed SCE’s 2012 
GRC working papers related to the removal of actual 2009 CSI expenditures. We also conducted 
multiple interviews with SCE’s Manager of Revenue Requirements and Forecasting to better 
understand SCE’s GRC process for the removal of CSI expenditures. Finally, we reviewed the 
testimony of PG&E management to the CPUC regarding its GRC processes.

Finding

SCE has a documented and systematic process for removing unallowable CSI expenditures from its 
GRC calculations. Our examination found that SCE removed all unallowable 2010 and 2011 actual 
CSI expenditures from its draft 2015 GRC calculations.

Recommendation

None

3. Information Technology Controls

To determine if SCE had proper access controls in place, we examined access to PowerClerk as well 
as the policies and procedures management had in place to regulate access. To test the accuracy of 
the SCE’s record of user access levels, we randomly sampled ten percent of the PowerClerk users and 
tested their individual access levels. To ensure proper segregation of duties, we examined SCE’s 
signatory authority and approval matrices for its financial system. Specifically, we determined if any 
SCE employee had edit-level access to PowerClerk and the ability to create and approve accounts 
payable or purchase orders within the financial system. Finally, we reviewed the contract between 
Clean Power Research, the creator of PowerClerk, and the PAs to better understand access control 
responsibilities between the company and the PAs.

Findings

SCE has strong controls over access to PowerClerk and its financial system. SCE has an assigned 
PowerClerk Analyst who maintains a list of PowerClerk users that is reviewed monthly for any 
necessary edits, additions or deletions. SCE Supervisors must submit written requests to the CSI 
manager to gain PowerClerk access for an employee. The Analyst then submits these written 
requests to the CSI Manager for approval. If approved by management, access at the approved level 
is granted. The same process is followed for removing or changing access. Employees that leave 
SCE are removed from the PowerClerk access list within one business day. Occasionally, the Analyst 
also requests a list from Clean Power Research, the company that provides PowerClerk, of system use 
by username for a period of time and if a user has not used the system for an extended period of time, 
his or her access may be removed following an inquiry.

SCE also has a well-documented framework dictating which employees can edit and approve which 
level of purchase orders and accounts payable within its financial system. We found that there were 
no employees with both edit-level ability in PowerClerk and the ability to create, edit or approve 
accounts payable or purchase orders.

Although SCE’s system of access control to PowerClerk is strong, we found that one of its user 
accounts was for an entire company rather than an individual. By allowing a company of persons, 
rather than one person to have a username and access to PowerClerk, SCE is undermining its own IT

9
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controls. This type of high-level generic account does not allow SCE to maintain accountability over 
usage of PowerClerk.

Our review of the contract between Clean Power Research and the PAs found that the division of 
access control responsibilities is not explicitly stated within the contract language. Defining the role 
of all parties in access management may improve the PAs’ ability to develop and maintain strong 
access controls.

Recommendation

SCE should ensure that all of its PowerClerk access accounts are for individuals and not generic users 
such as an entire company.

The PAs should clarify the contract language in the agreement between themselves and Clean Power 
Research to better define each parties’ role in access management and control.

SCE Management Comment

SCE accepts the recommendation. SCE has requested the host company, with generic access to 
PowerClerk, delete the generic account and create individual user accounts for SCE’s approval. In 
addition, SCE will work with the other CSI Program Administrators (PAs) and Clean Power 
Research to amend the contract to provide that all new user accounts, whether requested by the PAs 
or a third part, must be: (1) available for individual users only and not for an entire company, and 
(2) reviewed and approved by each of the responsible PAs before individual access is granted.

SCE appreciates the opportunity to continuously improve its administration and operation of our 
programs and, more importantly, to help achieve the envisioned CSI program goals.

10
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California Center for Sustainable Energy
The following is a summary of results and recommendations based on the procedures11 performed at the 
California Center for Sustainable Energy (CCSE) and SDG&E:

1. Atlstiinistralh e Costs and Expend if lire Allocation

We randomly selected and tested a sample of 124 expenditures within the 2010 and 2011 program 
years from CCSE’s financial system12. Within each program year, using data analysis software, we 
stratified the expenditures and randomly selected 62 expenditure samples consisting of 31 labor and 
31 direct expenditures.

Findings

Although all of the 124 sample items were properly allocated to the CSI program and recorded in 
CCSE internal records as program expenditures, CCSE did not accurately invoice four of the 124 
sample items to SDG&E for reimbursement. Together, the dollar amount of these four exceptions is 
not materially significant in comparison to the overall sample amount.

As shown in Table 1 below, all four of these exceptions were for labor expenditures - three in 
program year 2010 and one in program year 2011. The three 2010 exceptions were for a total of eight 
labor hours for which CCSE never invoiced SDG&E. The one exception in 2011 was an overbilling 
error of $3,121.73 for which CCSE reimbursed SDG&E during the course of this audit.

Table 1 - CCSE Did Not Properly Invoice SDG&E for Four of the 124 Sample CSI 
Administrative Expenditures

l ndcr Hilll.abor \1 \SII \1&I S512AI2010
$73.24 Under Bill

SSS2.4D l nder Bill
Labor
l.abor

MASH M&E
masii m&i:

2010
1" 2010

$3,121.73 Over Bill
S4,580.98

Labor MASH Admin2011

TOTAL i
Source: Auditor analysis of CCSE financial data and supporting documentation.

According to CCSE program management, the three 2010 labor expenditure exceptions are the result 
of the CCSE program manager at the time failing to completely prepare the SDG&E invoice and 
include all labor hours worked. The 2011 exception stems for a disagreement between the CCSE 
financial system and the CCSE invoice submitted to SDG&E for the same period. For a portion of 
July 2011 CSI labor, CCSE invoiced SDG&E for 131 labor hours while its financial system recorded 
only 93 hours, or a difference of 38 labor hours. The difference between the amount of labor billed 
by CCSE to SDG&E and the amount of labor recorded CCSE financial and time keeping systems is 
$3,121.73.

11 Our performanceaudit procedures are detailed within Appendix A.
12 CCSE management considers the invoices it has submitted to SDG&E for reimbursement as their official record of CSI program expenditures 
rather than the records of the CCSE financial system.
13 Absolute value of error.
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Since 2011, CCSE program management said that it has added additional controls to its invoice 
preparation process to prevent the errors that occurred in 2010 and 2011. First, in 2011, CCSE 
implemented an electronic timekeeping system as part of a new financial and accounting system. In 
2012, CCSE hired a new Director of Finance, who changed the invoice preparation process to require 
the accounting department to review the invoice prepared by CCSE program managers prior to 
submission to SDG&E to ensure that data in the invoice matches data recorded in the CCSE financial 
and accounting system, and that the financial and accounting systems are updated with any changes 
made by program managers.

In addition to the four exceptions discussed above, CCSE program management was unable to 
provide proper supporting documentation, such as receipts or invoices, for five of the 62 direct 
expenditure sample items. As shown in Table 2 below, four of the five sample items were from 2010 
and one was from 2011. The total amount of these five expenditures is not materially significant in 
comparison to the overall sample.

Table 2 - Five Direct Expenditures for Which CCSE Did Not Have Supporting Documentation

Dirccl CiM \dmin2DI0 \2~.on Gas
Reference material for 
workshop __
Meal at Conference 
Expenditure at Conference 
Airpon Parking

$31.65Direct GMM&O2010

1GMM&O $13.69Direct2010
$3.00
$68.00

Direct
Dirccl

MASH Admin2010
GM Admin2o| I
TOTAL $143.34

Source: Auditor analysis of CCSE financial data and supporting documentation.

According to CCSE program management, the CCSE policy has always been to require the 
submission and retention of original receipts and invoices for program expenditures; however, this 
policy was not formally documented at the time of our audit. CCSE program management did state 
that it plans to formally document this policy and related procedures by the second quarter of 2013.

Recommendations

CCSE should continue its efforts to develop corporate operations and accounting policies and 
procedures. The newly developed accounting manual and internal controls should be reexamined in 
the next audit to ensure that CCSE has properly documented and implemented appropriate measures 
to ensure accurate cost reporting and invoice preparation.

CCSE Management Comment

CCSE Management communicated that it intends to follow our recommendations. No additional 
comment was provided.

12
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2.

Comparison of CCSE’s Internal Records to CPUC Semi-Annual Expense Report

To determine if CCSE provided the CPUC with accurate expenditure information for program years 
2010 and 2011, we compared CCSE’s internal accounting record of CSI expenditures to the 
expenditure and budgetary tables14 within the Semi-Annual Expense Report it submitted to the CPUC 
for program years 2010 and 2011.

Findings

CCSE’s records of CSI expenditures do not agree with the aggregate expenditures it reported to the 
CPUC within the expenditure table of the Semi-Annual Expense Report for program years 2010 and 
2011. As shown in Table 3 below, we found numerous errors in CCSE’s reporting of both labor and 
non-labor expenditures in 2010. CCSE program management said that the errors in reporting its labor 
expenditures in 2010 resulted from an incorrect formula used in the spreadsheet to calculate the 
annual labor expenditure which omitted the month of May.

Table 3 - Reporting Errors in CSI Program Labor Expenditures for 2010

\pplicaiion 
Processing Labor S757,233 S0‘4.5“ (SfO.foft)

Application
Management

Inspections

$663,199 $608,968 ($54,231)

(SS.424)S‘4.034 SN5.M0
Project 

Management 
Labor 

(including M&O) 
Program 

Manaeemeni

$1,092,025 $1,004,346 ($87,679)

SS23.2M S"5 1.916 (S71.345)

M&O Support 
M&i: Support 

Total

$226,307
S42.457

$211,334
S4I.0‘U

($14,973)
(S|.360)

$1,849,258 $1,698,923 ($150,335)
Source: Auditor analysis of Semi-Annual Expense Report, CCSE financial data and related supporting documentation.

There were also errors in CCSE’s reporting of non-labor program expenditures for 2010. According 
to CCSE program management, the internal spreadsheet they used to track program expenditures did 
not capture all cost data in the summary fields and revised data was also not updated to the 
spreadsheet. As a result, CCSE did not capture all of the 2010 direct program expenditures for the 
general market program in the spreadsheet used by program management to prepare the 2010 data for

14 These portions of the most recent Semi-Annual Expense Report for each PA are included in AppendixB of this report.
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the Semi-Annual Expense Report. Table 4 below summarizes CCSE’s adjustments to the 2010 data 
originally reported to the CPUC.

Table 4 - Reporting Errors in CSI Program Direct Expenditures for 2010

\pplicaiion Processing Direct 
I \pcndiuire si 0.400.4.' M 0.202 (Sts.42)

Program Management 
(excluding those listed below)

Program Management - C SI 
Database

$70,079.45 $72,095 $2,015.55

SOI."00.2 | $2,375 (S59.2S5.2I) |

Program Management - IT 
Support 

Program Management - 
Measurement & livalualion

NA NA NA

S145.24S.S'7 SI S2.2O0 S2S.I T.I2
J

$245,838.00 $311,045 $65,207.00Program Management - 
Marketing and Outreach

Subtotal all General Market
™J

S533.327.06 S579.244 S45.9I6.94
Program Direct 
Expenditures1'

Source: Auditor analysis of the Semi-Annual Expense Report, CCSE financial data and related supporting documentation.

CCSE program management plans to retroactively update its 2010 program year expenditure data 
when it submits its Semi-Annual Expense report in July 2013. CCSE program management also 
plans to determine by September 2013 if any adjustments need to be made to the invoices paid by 
SDG&E for program year 2010. We could not make a comparison between the CCSE expenditures 
as stated in the expenditure and budgetary tables within the SAER because of CCSE’s revision of its 
2010 expenditure data.

CCSE also incorrectly reported to the CPUC the amount of direct expenditures for the MASH 
program in 2010. According to CCSE program management, they incorrectly entered September’s 
expenditure for Marketing and Outreach (Training & Education) as a debit of $89 dollars because 
CCSE received a post-facto discount on registration fees for staff attendance at the Solar Power 
International Conference. However, we could not verify this transaction because the CCSE invoice 
submitted to SDG&E did not contain supporting documentation for this transaction.

As shown in Table 5 below, after CCSE reviewed and revised its MASH direct program expenditures, 
there remained a $108 discrepancy between the $8,090 originally reported by the CCSE and CCSE’s 
revised program expenditure amount of $7,982.

15 ExcludesCSI-Thermal Electric.
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Table 5 - Reporting Errors in Other CSI Program Components: MASH

\1 \S11 Direel sinsSX.OOl)
I xpeiuliiure

Source: Auditor analysis of the Semi-Annual Expense Report, CCSE financial data and related supporting documentation.

CCSE management cited several overall reasons for their errors in reporting program expenditure 
data to the CPUC. The spreadsheet used in 2010 and 2011 by CCSE program managers to track CSI 
expenditure data in order to produce SDG&E invoices and develop line Semi-Annual Expense Reports 
for the CPUC was not reconciled to CCSE accounting records. According to the Program Manager, 
staff used the spreadsheet rather than the financial and accounting system because the system did not 
have the capability to categorize the expenses at the level of detail necessary to manage the program. 
In 2011, CCSE implemented new financial and accounting systems that support CCSE’s CSI 
regulatory reporting and invoicing needs. In 2012, the Director of Finance also implemented new 
accounting procedures that require the accounting department to review invoices prepared by CCSE 
program managers prior to submission to SDG&E.

Another challenge cited by CCSE staff is the cumbersome nature of the CPUC report template. For 
example, the reporting template requires the PA to enter the same data in multiple places as well as 
re-enter data from prior years, which staff contend increases the risk of reporting errors.

Recommendations

CCSE should:

Conduct a review of 2010 CSI program expenditures, to include the following:
• Documenting all discrepancies identified between its internal records of these program 

expenditures and those reported to the CPUC for the period;
• Resubmitting a retroactively revised Semi-Annual Expense Report to the CPUC for 2010 

CSI program expenditures with support for all corrective actions taken; and
• Ensuring that the invoices it submitted to SDG&E for 2010 program expenditures were 

accurate and making any necessary corrections.

To ensure the accuracy of the retroactively revised 2010 CSI program expenditure data, SDG&E 
should review CCSE’s documentation of its revisions and consider, if warranted, a detailed audit 
of CCSE’s recording, invoicing and reporting of 2010 CSI program expenditures.

CCSE should document and provide SDG&E with a copy of its Semi-Annual Expense Report 
preparation procedures, including the controls used to ensure the report’s accuracy. CCSE should 
submit copies of all future Semi-Annual Expense Reports to SDG&E for review as a step in its 
Semi-Annual Expense Reports preparation process.
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CCSE Management Comment

The statement that “the organization faced reporting challenges in 2010 and 2011 because the 
spreadsheet used by program managers to track CSI expenditure data was not reconciled to the 
CCSE accounting records ” was incorrectly attributed to CCSE’s Director of Finance.

MCG Response to CCSE Management Comment

During two meetings, including the Exit Conference, our staff noted the Finance Director made this 
and a highly similar statement. We believe this attribution to he accurate. However, to help address 
this comment from CCSE, we revised the sentence in question to exclude any attribution.

CCSE Management Comment, continued

In addition, management does not believe it to be accurate to say that, “A spreadsheet was needed to 
track program expenditures, CCSE program management said, because the CCSE financial and 
accounting system at the time was not configured to track program expenditures at the level of detail 
requested by the CPUC for regulatory reporting and prepare invoices for SDG&E. ” The CCSE 
financial and accounting system did not need to be configured to prepare invoices for SDG&E. The 
2011 changes to CCSE’s financial and accounting systems were made to gather data consistently 
with the regulatory reporting format only, not the invoices.

MCG Response to CCSE Management Comment

While it is clear that SDG&E invoicing was not the main purpose for replacing the financial and 
accounting systems in 2011, during multiple interviews with the Director of Finance and a Program 
Manager, we documented that the new system’s capabilities did improve CCSE’s ability to manage 
not only its CSI reporting but also its invoicing by tracking CSI expenses at a more detailed level. We 
changed the language within this paragraph to more clearly convey our meaning.

CCSE Management Comment, continued

To further clarify, two different types of reporting are required: customer invoicing and regulatory 
reporting (in the form of the SAER). Relative to customer invoicing, spreadsheets were, and still are, 
used to submit invoices as a convenient mechanism for summarizing detailed cost data. In 2010 and
2011, there was not an operational process in place for reconciling the project accounting records to 
invoices prior to submission of the invoices. That process control was put in place at the beginning of
2012. Relative to regulatory reporting, the accounting system was not configured to summarize 
expenses in the same groupings as required for regulatory reporting until the beginning of 2011, 
increasing the susceptibility of 2010 reporting to errors. The statement that, “Another challenge cited 
by CCSE program managers is the format of the report template spreadsheet provided by CPUC” 
presumably refers to a CCSE staff member’s observation (since it was not stated by the program 
manager, who has a wider breadth of program knowledge).

MCG Response to CCSE Management Comment

We changed this sentence to attribute the statement to a staff member.
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CCSE Management Comment, continued

CCSE program personnel have determined that during 2010, spreadsheet formula errors went 
undetected in at least two spreadsheets, resulting in the $150,335 CSI Program Labor expense 
understatement (Table 3) and the $59,385.31 CSI Database expense understatement (Table 4). 
Similar errors are not expected to have recurred beginning in 2011, based on CCSE’s revised data 
procedures.

CCSE agrees that a comprehensive review of 2010 costs would serve to accurately identify any 
remaining errors in the SAER. CCSE will commit to performing this review by the submittal date of 
the July 2013 SAER.

Based on our understanding of CSI program terms, CCSE is not aware of any requirement for 
SDG&E to review the accuracy of the SAERs, and we believe that the system and process controls 
implemented at the beginning of 2011 have improved the accuracy of SAER reporting.

SDG&E’s Financial System is Not Capturing the CSI Expenditure Detail Necessary for 
Regulatory Reporting Oversight

SDG&E’s contract with CCSE for CSI program administration allocates responsibility to CCSE for 
“performing regulatory reporting functions for the Program directly to the CPUC while providing 
SDG&E copies of all reports.” The contract further states that SDG&E is responsible for 
“establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls over financial reporting including controls 
applicable to invoice approval, customer confidentiality and reporting requirements.” SDG&E’s 
contract with CCSE also requires monthly and year-to-date reporting of program expenditures to 
SDG&E and CCSE submits this information to SDG&E as part of its quarterly invoices for payment

Findings

As part of its fiduciary duty to reimburse CCSE for its CSI program expenditures, SDG&E program 
management reviews CCSE invoices to ensure the expenditures are CSI-related and properly 
supported. However, SDG&E program management said it is not responsible for regulatory reporting 
to the CPUC under its contract with CCSE. As a result, SDG&E did not configure its financial 
systems to track program expenditure data with the level of detail necessary for a proper 
reconciliation of data reported by CCSE to the CPUC. SDG&E must perform additional analysis, 
outside of its financial system, to review CCSE-reported data.

Recommendations

To help ensure the accuracy of CSI program expenditures reported to the CPUC within CCSE’s 
Semi-Annual Expense Report, SDG&E program management should reconcile its account of CSI 
expenditures with those reported to the CPUC by CCSE.

SDG&E should investigate the feasibility of re-configuring its financial system to track CSI 
expenditures at the same level of detail required for regulatory reporting.

SDG&E Management Comment

SDG&E contests the finding that “SDG&E program management said it is not responsible for 
regulatory reporting to the CPUC under its contract with CCSE. ’’ SDG&E is fully aware of the
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responsibility of regulatory reporting to the CPUC and has provided support to many regulatory 
reports over the years.

SDG&E has been and continues to be an active participant in the Semi-Annual Expense Report, and 
provides accounting data to CCSE in order to help in the completion of the Semi-Annual Expense 
Report. SDG&E also reviews the Semi-Annual Expense Report once it is submitted to the CPUC for 
accuracy. However, SDG&E emphasizes that since the Program Administrator responsibilities are 
designated to CCSE, it is CCSE’s responsibility to ensure accuracy of any regulatory related 
document. Moreover, since SDG&E is not given a chance to review additional data in the Semi
Annual Expense Report, SDG&E is not able to make comments until after the report has been 
submitted to the CPUC. SDG&E is also concerned that this finding and subsequent recommendations 
contradict prior CPUC rulings where it has been determined that that SDG&E is not a program 
administrator, and should not be duplicating the efforts by CCSE16. However, SDG&E will continue 
to work with CCSE to help ensure that reports provided to the CPUC are accurate and timely.

Additionally, the auditors determined that “ ...SDG&E did not configure its financial systems to track 
program expenditure data with the level of detail necessary for a proper reconciliation of data 
reported by CCSE to the CPUC’’, which refers to SDG&E’s SAP accounting system and the number 
of internal orders that are assigned to each CPUC program. This finding assumes that because 
SDG&E has only one internal order set up for all CSI administrative charges, which include: (1) 
CCSE’s administrative forecasts and reconciliations; (2) CCSE’s marketing and outreach forecasts 
and reconciliations; and (3) any measurement and evaluation charges, that SDG&E lacks financial 
control and does not have the ability to easily access past charges to verify reporting. Instead, the 
SDG&E’s program manager utilizes other methods of tracking these charges like Excel spreadsheets, 
instead of SAP. SDG&E contends that these existing methods for tracking CSI-related charges are 
entirely sufficient. Furthermore, making any changes at this phase of the CSI program would involve 
recording an unreasonable amount of journal entries, which is administratively burdensome and 
could make accounting for these charges even more troublesome.

MCG Response to SDG&E Management Comment

During multiple interviews, within our Exit Conference and during reviews of draft report language, 
SDG&E program management communicated their understanding; that regulatory reporting to the 
CPUC was not SDG&E’s responsibility as it pertains to CCSE’s management of the CSI program. 
While SDG&E program management does provide regulatory reporting support to CCSE, it is our 
understanding that they do not consider reviewing the Semi-Annual Expense Report for accuracy to 
he their responsibility. Given the accuracy issues we discovered within prior year reports that CCSE 
has provided the CPUC, we examined ways for CCSE to improve the accuracy of its future Semi
Annual Expense Reports. We do realize that as long as CCSE does not provide SDG&E a copy of the 
Semi-Annual Expense Report prior to its submission to the CPUC, SDG&E program management 
cannot properly review it for accuracy. For this reason, we recommend within this report that CCSE 
begin to include this step in its Semi-Annual Expense Report preparation process.

We understand management’s concern with contradicting prior CPUC Decisions. However, it is our 
understanding that while the chief concern of the section of Decision 04-12-045referenced within 
SDG&E Management’s comment was to discourage duplicative efforts between an IOU and its PA,

16 D.04-12-045, (http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD PDF/FINAL DECISION/42455.PDFSection 3.7, pages 16-19.
17 D.04-12-045, Section 3.7
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those efforts considered to he duplicative within this decision centered on activities that unreasonably 
delayed payments of incentives to qualified projects or to the PA for administrative services rendered, 
not necessarily for an activity like ensuring the accuracy of a required financial report to the CPUC. 
In fact, within the same section of the Decision, the CPIJC states that the,

“...contractual arrangement...places SDG&E in the role of overseeing a contract with a 
third-party deliverer of administrative services for /the program]. In that role, we expect 
SDG&E to exercise prudent oversight to ensure that [the PA] performs administrative 
services effectively and consistent with program guidelines. »is

We did not include any of the assumptions management lists in the final paragraph of its comments 
within our report. We simply state the fact that SDG&E did not configure its financial systems to 
track program expe.ndit.ure data with the level of detail necessary for a proper reconciliation of data 
reported by CCSE to the CPUC. We are aware of the spreadsheet that the program manager uses to 
track CSI expenses. While the spreadsheet is sufficient for the existing tracking of CSI expenses, it is 
our understanding; that additional analysis would be required to reconcile the spreadsheet record to 
the Semi-Annual Expense Report if SDG&E were to begin reviewing it prior to its submission to the 
CPUC as we recommend. For this reason, it would be more efficient to explore using the accounting 
system that is already in place to its full capabilities as is a best practice within the other Kills. 
Finally, we agree that at this point in the program’s lifespan, making such a change to SDG&E is 
SAP architecture could prove to be a time consuming task, especially if it is implemented 
retroactively rather than going forward. This is why our recommendation is to, “investigate the 
feasibility, ” of such a reconfiguration rather than to simply do it.

Removal of Unallowable CSI Expenditures from SDG&E’s General Rate Case

SDG&E’s 2016 GRC will consider 2010 and 2011 actual expenditures in its calculations. However, 
work on the 2016 GRC will not begin until the fall of 2013. In the absence of an affected GRC, we 
reviewed SDG&E’s GRC procedures and prior testimony by management to the CPUC and found 
that SDG&E’s previous GRC processes included steps to remove non-allowable CSI expenditures 
from GRC calculations.

Findings

SDG&E program management has said that it is not charging the time that one staff member spends 
on reviewing and processing of CCSE’s invoices and other oversight activities related to the CSI 
program. SDG&E program management estimated the amount of time SDG&E has spent on 
oversight of CCSE’s program administration equals about one FTE annually.19 SDG&E program 
management said his time, regardless of activity, is billed to general distribution program activities. 
SDG&E also performs some CSI program administration related activities. For example, while 
SDG&E provides generation data to CCSE to process incentive payments, SDG&E does not charge 
CCSE for this service although CCSE pays other data providers for the same service. As a result, the 
expenditure of this activity is also not captured within the CSI balancing account.

SDG&E program management cited an oral agreement with CCSE that SDG&E would not use the 
limited CSI program administration funds for its oversight activities because CCSE is the designated

18 D.04-12-045, section3.7, pages 18-19.
19 We did not do a time study to verify the amount of time spent by SDG&E on its CSI-related oversight and administration activities.
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program administrator. CCSE program management verified that there was an agreement but that 
neither SDG&E nor CCSE could provide supporting documentation related to this agreement.

We did not estimate the total amount spent by SDG&E in CSI-related activities such as program 
development, administration and contract oversight activities. SDG&E program management said the 
CPUC has not issued the PAs guidance on which activities should be included under the CSI 
program. SDG&E program management said, to their knowledge, SDG&E has not charged any of its 
CSI-related work to the program since inception, and some of these expenditures could have been 
included in the GRC calculations.

Recommendations

The CPUC should define which CSI-related activities that SDG&E should charge to the CSI 
program.

For chargeable expenditures, SDG&E should track time spent by program management on those 
activities and ensure these expenditures are not included in the GRC.

SDG&E Management Comment

SDG&E would first like to clarify the following finding, that “SDG&E program management cited an 
oral agreement with CCSE that SDG&E would not use the limited CSI program administration funds 
for its oversight activities because CCSE is the designated program administrator. ’’ This oral 
agreement is in reference to the cost treatment provided by the CPUC in D. 04-12-045. Specifically, 
D.04-12-045 states:

“ ...SDG&E seeks utility administration, but at a minimum, requests recovery of utility costs 
for incremental activities such as interconnection safety, contract management, and 
responsibility for program administrator expenses. ’’ To which the CPUC asserts that 
“ ...SDG&E's oversight should not entail unreasonable duplication of effort... ’’ and that “We 
[ CPUC] reject SDG&E's argument that the utility should receive additional funds to provide 
SDREO with interconnection and other utility expertise.

This directive, which clearly requires SDG&E to not charge the CSI program for its CSI-related 
activities identified in the audit findings is key to understanding how SDG&E has managed both the 
SGIP and CSI programs since 2001, and therefore, should be described in the final auditreport.

Should the CPUC decide to revisit its approach to program administration in SDG&E’s service 
territory, SDG&E requests that the CPUC clarify which activities should be expensed to CSI going 
forward. SDG&E also requests that the CPUC identify how SDG&E should track these charges 
going forward.

MCG Response to SDG&E Management Comment 

We defer to the CPUC for comment.

»20

20 D.04-12-045, Section 3.7, pages 18-19.
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3. Informal ion Technology Controls

Access to Power Clerk is Not Periodically Monitored to Ensure there is Only Authorized and 
Appropriate Access

To determine if CCSE had proper access controls established, we reviewed access to PowerClerk as 
well as the policies and procedures management had in place to regulate access. To test the accuracy 
of the CCSE’s record of user access levels, we randomly sampled ten percent of the PowerClerk users 
and tested their individual access levels. To ensure proper segregation of duties, we cross-referenced 
employee access to PowerClerk with employee access certain portions of PG&E’s financial system. 
Specifically, we determined if any CCSE employee had edit-level access to PowerClerk and the 
ability to create and approve accounts payable or purchase orders within the financial system. 
Finally, we reviewed the contract between Clean Power Research, the creator of PowerClerk, and the 
PAs to better understand access control responsibilities between the company and the PAs.

Findings

CCSE does not periodically monitor its users’ access level to PowerClerk. CCSE program 
management said it had not been asked by Clean Power Research, manager of Power Clerk, to do so. 
Further, CCSE’s Director of Operations said CCSE has not assigned responsibility for this function to 
any CCSE staff. CCSE contracts for IT support for its network and hardware, but responsibility for 
the applications resides with the program managers. In 2010 and 2011, CCSE did not have IT 
policies and procedures related to application management. The Director of Operations said that 
CCSE is in the process of documenting its IT policies and procedures and plans to complete the task 
this summer, as well as hire an individual to provide help desk services to CCSE staff.

CCSE program management said that it does not terminate employee access to Power Clerk when an 
employee stops working on the CSI program and moves to a different program. CCSE only 
terminates an employee’s Power Clerk access when the employee leaves CCSE employment.

CCSE assigns the same level of access to all employees working on the CSI program, regardless of 
the functions performed by the employee in the program. Best practices state that access to an 
application should be limited to only those areas necessary to perform the employee’s tasks. 
According to a report from Clean Power Research, CCSE has 29 active Power Clerk accounts. 
Twenty-eight of these 29 accounts are assigned the Program Administrator role, which has edit 
abilities. The one account assigned the Application Participant role, which is read-only, is an intern 
account. Further, four of the 29 accounts are generic accounts that are not assigned to one specific 
individual. To safeguard and monitor access to applications, the use of generic accounts is not 
considered a best practice.

While CCSE has not fully implemented the identified best practices for application management of 
Power Clerk, we found that no CCSE employee has access to both Power Clerk and the CCSE 
financial system, a key control to prevent fraudulent entries and payments.

Our review of the contract between Clean Power Research and the PAs found that the division of 
access control responsibilities is not explicitly stated within the contract language. Defining the role 
of all parties in access management may improve the PAs’ ability to develop and maintain strong 
access controls.
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Recommendations

CCSE should:
• Develop internal IT policies and procedures for application management that include 

periodic review of application access.
• Eliminate the use of generic Power Clerk accounts and assign access levels based on 

employee responsibilities.

Additionally, the PAs should clarify the contract language in the agreement between themselves and 
Clean Power Research to better define each parties’ role in access management and control.

CCSE Management Comment

To date, CSI program management has overseen PowerClerk access. Full time CSI employees who 
work(ed) directly on the CSI General Market Program have had full access to PowerClerk. Those 
who work(ed) solely on the CSI Thermal portion of the program have not received a PowerClerk 
account and login. Access to PowerClerk has been removed for all employees upon termination of 
employment but accounts for former CSI team members have remained open for those who 
periodically perform CSI project management functions and duties as assigned. As a result, 
management believes that 28 of the 29 PowerClerk accounts assigned to current and former CSI 
employees were properly given full access of the PowerClerk database, since their jobs necessitated
it.

CCSE management believes that the generic accounts serve identified purposes. One of the four 
generic accounts created was assigned the Application Participant role, which only has read access 
to PowerClerk to give certain staff the ability to run custom reports for purposes of marketing and 
outreach. Read only access to PowerClerk does not allow the user of this account to edit, change or 
alter any application data for residential, non-residential or MASH projects. Further, the remaining 
three generic accounts were specifically created when the CSI program moved to an online only 
application submittal. This became a necessity because as projects were submitted in either the 
Reservation Request Review (RRR), Proof of Project Milestone (PPM) or Incentive Claim Review 
(ICR) stage, a generic assignee name was needed to help CCSE project managers identify what stage 
of the process the project was in and helped in queuing projects for review. Further, this change 
applies to all CSI program administrators: PG&E, SCE and CCSE.

CCSE Does Not Have Proper Segregation of Duties for Management of its Financial 
Application

Findings

Proper internal controls should ensure a proper segregation of duties between the IT administration of 
financial applications and the business-line users of the application. This control is to ensure that a 
business line leader who approves transactions does not also have the ability to create transactions or 
implement application changes, which could result in fraudulent transactions or threaten the integrity 
of the data stored within the application. The person assigned to administer an application typically 
has expertise in IT policies and procedures. A person given the rights to change or alter the 
application is given “administrator rights.” A person with administrator rights can enter and change 
data within the application that could go undetected by other application users.
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The CCSE Director of Finance, head of the accounting department, has administrator rights to the 
financial application in addition to her management duties for finance and accounting. The Director 
of Operations said that the Director of Finance is the only person within the organization with the IT 
expertise to perform the application management functions required. To segregate her duties, the 
Director of Finance said she works directly with the financial system vendor to update the application 
and make changes as needed, rather than perform them herself. In addition, she has assigned a 
member of her staff to approve transactions.

According to the Director of Operations, CCSE does not have the in-house IT expertise, other than 
the Director of Finance, to administer the financial and related applications. The current CCSE IT 
vendor only supports the CCSE network, email, and hardware. They do not provide any software 
application management.

Recommendations

CCSE should develop internal IT policies and procedures including documentation of the segregation 
of duties for application management.

CCSE Management Comment

The organization’s finance and accounting team consists of five individuals, including the finance 
director. Application management responsibilities are segregated from other duties. The director 
reviews and approves the organization’s financial reporting and oversees the accounting application 
controls but does not enter or post transactions. Monthly, all significant general ledger accounts are 
reconciled monthly by the financial reporting manager and costs of every project recorded in the 
project accounting system are reconciled to the general ledger
and to invoices by the contract accounting manager. Annually, the accounting records and financial 
statements are independently audited.

As it relates to CCSE’s accounting software, management disagrees with the statement that, “A 
person with administrator rights can enter and change data within the application that could go 
undetected by other application users. ’’ As part of CCSE’s software’s application controls, different 
roles can be assigned, each of which can be associated with specified access to specific system 
functionality. As a system control, all transaction records include a reference to the unique user login 
used to post those transactions. In addition, there is a record of any change made to a data file 
(directly on the server) by any user (including the administrator) in the Activity Log of the accounting 
application.

MCG Response

While the Finance Director may not enter or post transactions to maintain segregation of duties, with 
administrator rights to the accounting application, she is able to enter or post transactions. The 
Finance Director, or any other one employee within CCSE, should not have administrator level 
access to multiple financial-related systems, manage timesheet retrieval from an outside vendor, 
develop and enforce all financial internal control system processes, he responsible for all application 
system controls and he the main point of contact with outside IT system vendors without some 
additional level of review by another individual outside of the finance and accounting chain of 
command within CCSE.
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As we mentioned during our Exit Conference with CCSE, this additional level of review could be as 
simple as utilizing the Activity Log that, as CCSE management noted in its comments above, is 
already a part of the software application controls. The Activity Log is only useful as a control if it is 
being reviewed periodically by someone outside of the finance and accounting chain of command. 
For example, on a bi-weekly basis CCSE could have an employee outside of the finance and 
accounting team review those logs and initiate an investigation, by someone who is also outside of 
the finance and accounting chain of command, of any transaction that:

1. Occurs outside of pre-definedand authorized roles;
2. Is processed at odd times of day, on odd days of the week; or
3. Is conducted at a volume considered to he unreasonable based on prior user usage.

This process alone may help strengthen the internal controls over CCSE’s financial information 
systems and could decrease the risk of fraud to the company and its employees as well as protect the 
Finance Director and other CCSE employees from any undue allegations of fraud. This is a best 
practice often employed by companies that do not have large information technology infrastructure 
but desire to maintain strong internal controls.

Other Issues
During the conduct of this performance audit, we noted other issues that should be addressed.

The CPUC maintains an internal tracking spreadsheet for certain shared costs among the PAs, 
such as a large contract for all the PAs with one vendor to implement an IT project. In 
conducting this audit, we attempted to compare the way that the PAs’ were allocating these 
shared costs within the CSI program budget with the way the CPUC accounted for them on 
its internal tracking spreadsheet. During this work, it became clear that the CPUC had not 
communicated to the PAs that it would like these costs allocated a certain way. While there 
do not appear to be major discrepancies between the CPUC and PAs allocation of these 
shared costs, if the CPUC requires that certain shared costs expenditures be accounted for a 
certain way, it may want to provide this information to the PAs.

Issue 1:
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Appendix A - Performance Audit Procedures

We conducted this audit in accordance with the Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Standards for 
the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit 
to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. This work was conducted between September 
2012 and April 2013.

Our procedures are as follows and the results of our procedures are detailed the remaining sections of the 
report dedicated to each program administrator:

1. Conduct a review of program administrator’s accounting system used to manage the CSI program 
to ensure financial data that is being recorded is being accurately reported.

o Identify primary point of contact for network and application management, 
o Conduct interviews and obtain documentation to assess the system controls 
o Identify any control weaknesses that could affect the accuracy, integrity, and 

completeness of the CSI program expenditure information, 
o Obtain a database of program expenditures for program years 2010 and 2011. At a 

minimum the database should have the following fields:
• Expenditure date
• Account coding
• Expenditure type/category
• Amount
• Expenditure description
• Payee

o Conduct analysis of the database and reconcile the database expenditure information to 
the report information submitted to the CPUC.

o Review how incentive payments are calculated and determine the total incentive 
payments reported to the CPUC reconcile to the program administrator’s financial record.

2. For each IOU, analyze documentation that was submitted to support the general rate case (GRC) 
to ensure that unallowable CSI expenditures were properly excluded.

3. Evaluate the program administrator’s business processes.
o Obtain all CPUC CSI Directives, Guidelines and Parameters
o Obtain from each program administrator, documentation of their processes used to 

manage the CSI program, including incentive structures. This includes:
• Organizational charts
• Policies and procedures
• Program or desktop manuals
• Business process workflows.

o Interview relevant program administrator management and staff on their processes used 
to manage the CSI program. This will include an analysis of the program administrator’s 
internal controls used to prevent fraud, waste and abuse as well as segregation of CSI 
costs from non-CSI activities.
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Review the program expenditures from the database and determine if they are properly 
documented per program rules. Identify and address any anomalies with the program 
administrator management.
Identify any gaps in controls and discuss opportunities for improvement with the program 
administrator management.

o

o

4. Perform tests of the program administrator’s program expenditures to ensure they were recorded 
accurately and that the program expenditures were attributable and allowable under the CSI 
program directives.

o Stratify the population of transactions by dollar amount with the audit software, 
o Randomly select up to 35 transactions by category for testing, 
o Develop data collection instrument to capture the results of the testing, 
o Obtain the source documentation for each sample transaction selected for testing, 
o For sample transaction expenditures, compare the data to source documentation and 

program rules to determine the relevancy of the expenditure to CSI and to ensure that it is 
adequately supported.

5. Determine how each program administrator ensures the adequacy and reliability of financial and 
program reports.

o Identify the appropriate personnel who manage the financial and program reports, 
o Conduct interviews to:

• Determine controls and processes used to ensure the adequacy and reliability of 
the financial and program reports.

• Identify other reports that could provide added benefit to program management 
and administration.

• Determine how program management assesses progress towards accomplishing 
the program goals and objectives.

• Identify if other performance measures are captured, tracked and reported and 
determine how these other performance measures are used.
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Appendix B - California Solar Initiative Semi-Annual 

Expense Reports
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: January 31, 2013 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: January 31, 2013 Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

t
1
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: JanuarySI, 2013 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: January 31, 2013 
Table 1, Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012
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acific Gas and Electric Company
313 Reporting Data Thru: December 2012Reporting D

Table 2, Ex|
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: January 31, 2013 Reporting Data Thru: December 2012 
Table 2, Expenditures
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CSi Program Administrator: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Reporting Date: January 31, 2013 Reporting Data Thru: December 2012 
Table 2, Expenditures

■

S'S'
s s(61894.12) (88,691.64)jcation and Outreach

S (9,7697 (14,612,328.06)
S £3 (59,884.31)

(278,779.35) $ (1,476,791.70)
I

Other Notes:
Ail Expenses: This workbook should include expenses or credits charged to the CSI Balancing account. It should be comprehensive and not omit any category of "credits or debits" to the account.

Labor Expenses: This category includes a)) labor costs required for operating, maintaining and improving the program in the Program Administrator 1 service territory. Labor expenses should he fully loaded, and should not include expenses
covered in the u

For Labor for the General Market Solar Program, there are two subeategories: .Application processing and Program Management.

t. Application processing: the labor involved in proeessing CSI applications arid providing rebates; all labor expenses directly related to the processing of CSI applications and rebates.
2. Program management: the labor involved in program design and program facilitation. (Jthcr general program management expenses are to be included in this category, such as labor dedicated to the CSI Working Group meetings, all 
labor related to M&< X

Direct Expenses; This category includes all expenses associated with the administration of the CSI program and not covered in the General Rate Case.
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CSi Program Administrator: Southern California Edison 
Reporting Date: January2012 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2011
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CSi Program Administrator: Southern California Edison 
Reporting Date: January2012 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2011
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CSi Program Administrator: Southern California Edison 
Reporting Date: January2012 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2011

1.3912 553,076 S up ■' ' : S
Sid 76.484 Ol,: 9.620,572

842.386 1 S$ S(623,408) 7422 (5.584,670

(14,670) $797.352 $ S $i.842,281
S

S 797,382 S (14,670) S S73,72!

S
J

S398,69] 276,i'

_
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2010 Totals
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S S s Si 71,5912 15,336.687 7,194,2 210,728.054. ■ . ■■■Total Balance f% ofToUil Budget Spent 9.76% 4.26% 5.03% 8.72% 9,25%0.00%1 X
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S S S S
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CSi Program Administrator: Southern California Edison 
Reporting Date: January2012 
Tablet Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2011

’Oil)

s
MU

(9,2420

820
$563

1! 863,910 | $SBalance (1,264,743 (9 SO
Marketing and Outreach (M&O) Budget

$ S996.728 S
S S S
S S $ S SO996,72* (14,676)

M&K Budget
498D64 'S'2494 82 S 345.1 7,233,546 S

S S5 nxi\ a 5,086,468
1 S S S SO2494 82 345,( 24 47.678

Lncentives/Bud get
S S s sTotal Budget 487.37*4 50

26* 6,796,878 S $ 3,449.1 2*5,722,598

S 6,325.655 |S~ SOi 4.389.592 201.655,55216'

'(TOil ,7(4[~SCredits hi* 18.9144 I 7,91 2.846

_teoHiij
Total Buds. S So46* 6 I I.SOiU 86

sTotal Exp. 30 ■8 4.5604
STotal Cre< ]:

SI 78,042,18^S $14 ■ ■■ ■ ■ 794.Total Halt
T) ofTolul Budget Spen

SCE Notes;

Note 1 = The Commission, in D.09-03-034, established an Advice Letter process to allow the ICUs [SCE, PG&E, and SDG&Elto request cost recovery for expenses related to the administrative tasks required by D. 07-11-045 
in support of the SASH Program. The Commission further clarified that the any funds needed by the ICUs to support SASH shall come from the general market CSi administrative budget. (Table 1 - cell C8)

Note 2 =The Unallocated Administrative budget is potentiallyavailablefor future use, especially if additional CS! components increase during the program lifecycle. (Table 1 = cell B9)

Note 3: Per Advice Letter #2469-E, CPUC M&E expenses in the amount of $ 1,211,747 has been paid outside of the CSI Budget through Dec 31, 2011, SCE anticipates CSI and MASH M&E expenses will be charged to the 
CSI budget once authorized by the CUPC.. (Table 2 - row 49)

Note 4: RD&D Budget Allocation per Decision R. 06-03-004 
Administration
Measurementand Evaluation

$ 2,760,000
690.000

19,550,000
23C00C00 (Table 1 - cell F7-F14)

S
STotal Activities within RD&D Stages*

Total T

*SCE is reporting this category under "Incentives" per the Energy Division's direction

Note 5: RD&D expenses in the amount of 3 1,215,127.68 were accrued to the wrong expense category at 2010 year end. Corrected numbers are reflected on this report. (Table 2 cell H46,146, H63 and 163)

Note 6: SCE inadvertently paid $152,845 in marketing expenses in December 2011; vendor will refund check in 2012, Services will be rendered in 2012,
696,357 (Table 1 - cell B137)
(152,845)

i M&O Expenditures (Table 1 e) S
Sior

nditures (after correction) T 543)512

Note 7: Per Decision 11-12-019 dated December 1, 2011, SCE's budget was increased by $64,000,000forthe CSI mainstream incentive program. (Table 1 - cell B12)
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CSI
Ref

r: Southern California Edison
ary 2012 Reporting Data Thru: December 2011

Tab

j
.y t-dborrtppiivcaiuii i i

$Application Manac 1,2/ 2,3 I
Inspections C 5 $

$Program Management Labor (Including M&O) 8C 3,3
Program Management 7£ $

46,668 I IM&O Support 1
M&E Su|

$
$
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Ahern California Edison
312 Reporting Data Thru: December 2011

S $S i:
$$s (634,326) (252,975)

Co-Funding Agreement Credits CSI SEPA 2008 Tradeshow Exhibit (11,996) $ $ $
CSI Wall Calendar S (30.832) $ S S
SASH - Grid Alternatives (PG&E) $ S S
SASH - Grid Alternatives (SDG&E) $ $

$
S

5 S * 1l
i J ¥

Other Notes:
AH Expenses: This workbook should include expenses or credits charged to the CSI Balancing account It should be comprehensive and not omit any category of "credits or debits" to the account

Labor Expenses: This category includes all labor costs required tor operating, maintaining and improving the program in the Program .Administrators service territory. Labor expenses should he fully loaded, and should not 
include expenses covered in the u

For Labor for the General Market Solar Program, there are two subeategories: .Application processing and Program Management.
I. .Application processing; the labor involved in processing CSI applications and providing rebates; all labor expenses directly related to the processing of CSI applications and rebates.

2. Program management; the labor involved in program design and program facilitation, t Hirer general program management expenses are to be included in this category, such as labor dedicated to the CSI Working (Troup meetings, all labor related to
M&< >,
Direct Expenses; This category includes all expenses associated with the administration of the CSI program and not covered in the General Rate (base.
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CSI Program Administrator; CCSE 
Reporting Date: January 2013 
Table 1. Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

$ $ $ $ $ $ $****» */.8,Mij75£|T otal 'Admin ^inc. * 
admin,*M&0,4V1&£*
and«ny*

It 1,339,082 1,794,903 770,440 23,742,708 4,500,000

S $ $ $ $ Sl,900,000| $15,243,246Administration 9 669,541 1,171,283 615,940 13

1 $ $710,700Unallocated Admin E $ $ $ $8,874,772M&O 5 446,361 158,300 6
1 1 $ $4,204,691M&E 111,590 465,320 154,500 3
$ $ $ $ $222,504,922incentives 9,485,167 795,827 4,379,560 204
$ $ $2,500,000Other Budget

4** ~ #,i5»ciec^ 4* * * * 2£S,958,330 $ $2!Total*Budget * 14,159,020* * 0,696,13(0

2007tBudget

, 0 3^ $ $ $237,169 $ 9%1,143,585
$ 111,590 $ (2,912)1 $ 61,594 $ 2%307,868

$ $ 131,660 10%640,671 >Zl|
5 $$ $ 428,718 7181$ $$ $44, 14,884 211,953 W3

$ $ $ $275,010 11,159 22, 15,450 417,001 )01$ $ $ $ $0$ $$ $ $417,001,3,010 11,159 22, 93,064 15,450 417,001

$ '$' $ $ $20,530,0752,443 948,517 981, 159,165 437,956 20,530,075$ $ $ 2% $3,3,62 7 7,236 3,125,863$ $ $ $ $17,404,2125,816 948,517 981, 151,929 437,956 17,404,212

9,918)1 $ 4319,918

$ $ $23,039,2001,071,266 1,115, 518,146 515,000 23,039.200 1 UVo

$4,698,165
$ $ $ 2%261,181 4,698,165
$ 1 $ 4H9,918;(119,918) 0
$ $ $ $ $18,221,1178%1,071,266 1,115, 256,965 515,000 18,221,117

0.00% 0.00% 10.08% 0.00% 2.00% 2.05% 0.00% 1.80%Spent
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Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

I2L
Exd $ $ So11%1.404,644

223.180 $ 133,908 1 $’ 123,188 I $ SO3%354,678

S S S SO13%89,272 852,624

S S S So9%
S S S$89,272 230,4 73

$ T $ '$ ¥ 23% SC,550,020 22,318 44,636 186,128 30,900 834,002
S S S S S SO4%165,885 165,885
S S S S S S18%550,020 22,318 44,636 20,243 30,900 668,117

it
S $ S S S SO19%32,886,259 1,897,033 1,963,988 311,095 875,912

1 1 SO5%9,344,002 14 7,773
5 S S S $ S14%23.542,258 1,897,033 1,963,988 163,322 875,912

(39,000)1 $
u n If I $* * *

s $ s s $ So18'%35,200,788 2,142,532 2,231,804 775,111 1,030,000 >4

SO $1
S s s s s s 5%10,952,332 732,122
S S S S S$ So(34,000) 0%
S S S S S S S S:13%24,214,456 2,142,532 2,231,804 42,989 1,030,000 29,729,780

5.51% 0.00% 0.0071 28.26% 0.00%, 5.1071 0.0071 4.6071lopent

1.231.317 j $ 105,151 $ 111,393 $ 416,973 $ S $1,864,83314%1,864,833
S 229,620 $ 89,470 $ (278,729)1 $ 184,782 $ S 4$ SB,703(58,703) 0%

133,908 ’’$’$ $ ’(12,903) $ $ 13% $871,144871,144
S 17,470 $ S 8% $558,32453,958 558,324
S 116,438 $ (66,861) $ S S $312,8205%Balanc 312,820

M&E4
Ysyyrjy$ ss s 29%Total E 825,030 33,4 77 113,307 46,350 1,085,118

S 9%Expenc
Balanc

165,052 155,636 320,688
$ S S S S(42,329) 21%,659,978 33,47/ 46,350 764,431

Incent
$ $ $ $ 24%41,544,701 2,845,550 322,487 1,31.3,868 48,972,587
S 1 1 10%20,592,066 122,492 144,867 32,901 20,892,3256

s s 2,995,981 IT S S S14%20,952,635 2,723,058 177,620 1,280,967 28,080,262

(15,796)1 S I 11 u (15,796)

$ $ $ 23%44,067,341 3,34 7,706 1,545.000 52,7%

S S S22,475,330 128,863 32,901 23,631 10%6
(S> $ i i $ so 415,796(15,796)Total Credits
td s s s s s(21 So $29,119,605TotaNJalance 21,576,215 2,986,155 3,218,844 1,512,099 29

I % of Total Budget 
Spent__________O 2.04% 29.78% 0.64% 10.32/ 17.48% 0.00%
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CSI Program Administrator; CCSE 
Reporting Date: January 2013 
Table 1. Budget

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

Table*ld.€010

(44,473)1 $$ '$341,210 156,424 10%$ 1 514%153,080$ $ 4%341,210 3,344 246,376 1 5 (475,045) $53,4401

'$ 161,074 $ $ 14% 877/ inn!953,491
$23,201 $$ $ 9%617,355

(36388)1 $$ 137,873 $ $ 5%336,136

$ $ $44,636 89,272 50,735 $ 61,800 1 32%
$ $ 7%26,887$ $ $ $ $62,25%71C 44,636 89,272 23,848 61,800

$ $ $ $ $2,25038,95! 3,671,575 24%3,927,975 336,786 1,718,923 48
$ $ $ $ $613%24,19C 511,522 524,184 239,280 177,011 25$ $ $ $ $2,243Bai, 14,76-- 3,160,053 3.403,791 97,506 1,541,912 22,967,410

1 i 1 T$~**~* *(ia»,6m(13!A |
$ $ $3,13523%To! 41 4,057,421 4,1 307,847 2 52,138,009

To'
$ $ $$ 12%26 511,522 404,729 28,379,427 208,299.97

$ $ $ (139,637)TotalCredits
$ $ $ $26,824,920(96,882) 10%TotaNBalance 14,,., 3,545,899 23.898,220 2,926,700

% of Totai Budget 
Spent__________ 13.44% 4.58% 6.281 15.62% 3.44% 29.87% 0.83%

2011

$ $ 42%187,698 70,298
$ $ 18%418,691 153,027

(230,993) $ $(82,729), 24%51,619 1 $ 3,150,684 $95,244

$ $(4,728) 15% $272,500182,509 976,807
$ $ $93,2313%177,43615,689 H637A29 j $l£ $ $ $ $179,269(4,728) 12%Balance 166,870 799,371

M&E#udget $ $ $ $ $62,50035%985,535 111,590 116,912 77,250 1,291,287

$$ $ 10%385,6432,424 33,713$ $ $ $$ 24%109,166 83,200 77,250 905,644

$ $ $ 20%4,385,785 256,671 1,979,868 40,853,915$$ $ $ 15%31,54 7,3216,166,725
9,927,262 | $ $ $ $(1,780,940) 5%256,671 1,343,416 9,306,594(439,815)[ $ 01 54.u,abu,as#i

$* * *212,597 * * M3-587*

$$ $' $21%39,529,373 1,652,698 4,750,133 42 2 48,71!

$ $ $ $ $15%25,184,34 7 2,323.506 6,337,815 34,551 1,024/
$ $ $ $ $TotalCredits 212,597 21:3CO $ $ $ $ $(6 70,808) (1,587,633)Total ^Balance 14,557,623 386,661 1,798,--Cd

% of Total Budget 
Spent__________

I
12.55% 20.82% 56.80% 1.34% 13.13% 15.00% 4.97% 4.08% 14.012O
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CSI Program Administrator; CCSE 
Reporting Date: January 2013 
Table 1. Budget

2012

Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

Category CSI

$ 40%

$ $ $ $54,27%887,373 105,589 693,782 3,597,4 66

5' $ $ 24% $272.390,051 1,591,655$$ $ 4% $265.10,790$ $ $ $ $ $720%379,261 1

$' '$62.'31%911,038 220,757 1 $$$ 2%68,054 1,633
$ $ $ $ $62,$ 29%842,984 219,124 1

$ $ $ $ $ $2,250,56%99,939,477 6,946,339 3,129,029 3,533,196 113,548,040
$ $ $ $ $ $1,289,14%23.100,438 2,241,377 2,401,816 780,899 28,524,530
$ $ $ $ $ $960.42%76,839,039 4,704,962 727,213 2,752,297 85,023,510

1 $* * *439,884 * * 439^884* "
$'$ $ $ $ $105,196,626 8,096,350 3,991,877 4,264,046 121,548,899 53% .2,822,:

$ $ $ $13%24,642,551 2,504,015 2,560,692 817,967 30,525,224 1,8463 32,372,213
$ $ $ $439,884 439,884 439,884
$ $ $ $ $40%80,993,959 5,592,336 1,431,186 3,446,079 90,583,791 9758 92,439,070

22.44% 22.95% 0.00% 15.88% 13.14% 44.97% 7.36% 177.66%Spent

1

9,770~580~1"$" $' $' $ $ $1,115,902 669,541 1,171,283 770,440 13,343,246 100%To! $ $ $ $ $786,480 563,952 1,119,764 76,658 10 78%$ $ $ $ $329,422 105,589 51,519 693,782 2 22% 1,0908

$ $ $$446,361 100%446,361 6 2,1808$ $ $ 40%l S67,100 2 3 76.033
$ $ $ $3 446,361 379,261 4 1

$ $ $$2 111,590 223,180 3
$ $ $ $4,056 382,121 1 $ 1$ $ 83,200 [ $ $$111,590 219,124 . 1 6

_
T4irii7r$$■ $■

$■ $100%180,024,430 9,819,938 795,827 $ 4,379,560 204,504,922 20,500,i

ll $ $ $ $ $Expenditures 58%103.185,391 4,780 9,092,725 539,156 119,224,740 1,891,:
$ $ 1 1 $42%4,704 727,213 256,671 2,752,297 85,280,182 18,608,-

I Tn $ $ $ $343,130$ $343,130
“ T

$ $100% $2!11,159, 11,159,020 2,590,730 5 228 25,080, i
$136,559,080Total expenditures

$ $ $ $ $58%5, 9,727,834 2,204,069 133 3,079,326
$343,130TotalCredits*

and/ordebits $ $ $ $ $343,130 0%CO $ $ $ $ $ $117,136,12042%Total ^Balance 84,965,445 5,.%*~, 1,431,186 386,661 95 22,000,674Cd
% of Total Budget 
Spent__________

I
57.45% 49.89% 87.17% 85.08% 33.09% 58.301 44.97% 12.28% 53.76%O
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CSI Program Administrator: CC5E 
Reporting Date: January 2013 Reporting Data Thru: December 2012

SApplication Management 61 6C 3* 3,265,072
5inspections 2 S T 391,757

Program Management Labor (including M&O) <***»>* 4s3OT»3C5*«9 **»«**»
5 5Program Management 169,816 43 75 1 3,060,711

75,SOI) S 5M&O Support 5173,449 19 21 108,895 986,027
6 4

component) *

$»»,
snation Management
5mSjjcrCtionS

Program Management Labor (including M&O) s* * *
5Program Management

M&O Support 5 5 |S 11 16,149 1 S

JlM&E Support 5 5 5
$* * *

a
S SRD&D Labor 1 37,068

5 S SMASH Labor 120,470 168,1 16 152,533
SSASH Labor 105,151 41

p?' * A* .4.-*- * #*™***^ « mmM3» 4Subtotal OtherCSI Program Components tabor txpenses* Bleftric* * * *2Clt3@6* .imps* ■$** .-**& .-*&

s 5 5Application Management
S s sInspections

Program Management Labor (Including M&O) £*******************3 *»• 4mt,
S 5 S 223,974 SProgram Management
s s sM&O support
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CSI Program Administrator: CC5E

General

Program Management (ail other not listed below) S59,380
Program Management Cbl Database S S S118,082 75,658 2,375 332,111

5Program Management IT Support 34,106
5 S183,366

Sb b

ot listed below) S S 5 S SProgram Managemer' 
Program Managemer;.

1,450 1,432 22,259
5 5 5 S S/, 15 8 10,200 32,993^u..;^ase

5 S SProgram Management li Support
s s s sProgram Management Measurements Evaluation 605

4»: S* * §3;S»U*Program Management Marketing and Outreach

55

5 5:t Expense 780,899
5 8,090 | S 5st Expense 6,342

]st Expense

'S' S' s10 3,61.5b■ ■■ t. ■: ' ' b b

Isted below) S S S S S Slanagement (a 43,715 4,899 54,414
S SS SProgram M a n a g e rn e n t 

Program Management
51,579 40,800 121,011

S SS S S S

Iss s s s s sit & EvaluationProerarn Pdanaeement 2,422 2,422
id OutreachF

£

2d
50,/40,/62I fctPBB b b /,/b /0,UJ.3,JUU

s 99,120 SPBI 1.57C 7,09' li 52,370,229
iri 74.401

5,3 8,273,761z,u-ui,5ias 8 818,964
SSASH 12 1 on -> 0/11 077 ,--i 7on one

sSWHPP 7,236 1.47 1 44
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:cse
fa Thru- Dprpmhpr ?f!1 ?

General
i Forfeitures fll7~829) '3 S

S s s s s(2,089) (15,796) (55,000) (12,500)(13
3 5 S
S S 3

Other Notes:
All Expenses: This workbook should include expenses or credits charged to the CSi Balancing account, it should be comprehensive and not omit any category of "credits or debits" to the account.

labor€xpenses: This category includes all labor costs required for operating, maintaining and improving the program in the Program Administrator's service territory. labor«xp0nses«houId=fee=#uIIy4oaded,«nd«houId=fiot=(ricIude=iexpensescGverecMii=th

For Labor for the General Market Solar "ograrn, there are two subcategories: Application processing and Pr
1. ftpplication=processing; the labor involved in processing CSI applications and providing rebat
2, Progranwnanagement:4he labor involved in program design and program facilitation. Othe:

Erectly related to the processing of CSI applications and rebates,
ugement expenses are to be included in this category, such as labor dedicated to the CSI Working Group meetings, all labor

Direct€xpenses: This category includes all expenses associated with the administration of the CSI program and not covered in the General Rate Case.
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